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If someone   told you a year ago, that the entire 
world as you know it was going to change 
unexpectedly, in ways we would never imagine, 
affecting millions of people all at the same time, what 
would you do? Your first thought would probably 
be – “Ok, I need to live the best life I possibly 
can, right now, not another minute to waste”! 
 
Millions around the world may say a collective 
“Yes!” to that. With the reality of all the changes 
that have been taking place, people are trying 
their best to recreate their best lives, to live in 
the ‘now’.  

So, how have you been taking care of yourself? Have you 
been keeping physically and mentally in shape to deal with 
the ‘new normal’ of daily life? Guardian Life wants to help you, 
our customer to do that, by making it easier for you to enjoy 
the benefits of a healthy lifestyle, with our LiveEasy Online 
Magazine and Fitness Videos, powered by Guardian Life. 

We look forward to this unique opportunity, as we help you to 
enjoy the quality of life you deserve. It’s your time, to live easy!

Visit our website to access the LiveEasy Online Magazine.
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Hello Protection.
Goodbye Worry!

live secure | live easy

Say Goodbye to worry when you choose
Guardian Life’s NEW Ultimate Provider Plan.
Should illness strike, don’t let panic step in because of financial problems. 
Wi� �e NEW Ultimate Provider Plan you can secure your medical expenses ahead of 
time and benefit from our investment portfolio attached to �e plan.

Getting critically ill is not some�ing we want for you, but we can help you enjoy some 
peace of mind knowing your finances and your family are well protected.

For more information contact 888-FOR-LIFE or talk to one of our representatives. 
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